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Spiced with colourful anecdotes, leavened with humor, and wealthy with compassion for the
struggles of the rank-and-file worker, Labor's Troubadour strains the existence and paintings of
work balladeer Labor's Troubadour Joe Glazer.For greater than part a century, armed simply
along with his guitar, reams of songs, and conviction, Glazer has marshaled the ability of tune to
struggle for union illustration in mills, mines, factories, and places of work all around the country.
A performer, educator, and "musical agitator for all reliable causes, " Glazer has sung on wood
lines, in tired union halls, and at stylish dinners, utilizing Labor's Troubadour humor, irony, and
pathos to force domestic the message of unionism.In a occupation that has taken him world
wide to sing, write, and gather songs in regards to the universal human of working, Glazer has
visible songs concerning the conflict for the eight-hour day cave in to songs approximately
automation and inexpensive imports, with a continuing chorus of union busters, scabs,
solidarity, plant safety, and retirement benefits. Seventy of those songs are incorporated within
the book.A vigorous testomony of "sticking to the union, " Labor's Troubadour, to be had for the
1st time in paper-back, finds the strong function tune can play within the severe company of
adjusting the world.
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